individuals, which affect the economic well being of the nation.
The importance of the economy is highlighted in the National Security Strategy which declares that our national power ultimately rests on the strength and resilience of the economy.2
It is my contention that we, as individuals, play a big role in the strength of our economy.
Unless we revitalize as a people and change some of our habits which affect the economy, we will be unable to develop a national security strategy that will maintain the U.S. position of world leadership. It will also preclude our significantly influencing world events in this historic era.
The linkage between individuals, the economy and national security is fundamental and broad-based. Historically, this country has drawn its vitality from the hard-working, pioneering and entreprenurial spirit of our people; the adaptation and integration of persons from different backgrounds in a free society; and the willingness of Americans to push beyond the known limits of science, technology and innovation. All of these factors helped propel our nation to a position of economic prominence and world power. Yet today, we seem to be a nation in decline --economically, politically and socially. What will it take to reverse this downward trend? Only a willingness by individual Americans to act and to impose on themselves a bit of self discipline.
The list of problems confronting us is lengthy, but solutions can begin with simple steps and a few changes to recently acquired habits. A return to greatness will not come about by government action alone. Individual action is required.
The unhappy consequences of passivity in the face of challenge are written throughout the pages of history.
Opportunities Offered by Recent Events
For more than four decades, U.S. national security strategy was sharply focused on containing the menace of communism. The foremost ideological and military foe for the U.S. was the Soviet Union, resilient and seemingly implacable behind Churchill's aptly named "iron curtain" which also encircled and enslaved Eastern Europe. By the early 1990's, the powerful Soviet threat to the U. Beyond our own individual happiness, have we no moral obligation to seek the happiness of others, either all other human beings on earth, or at least all the fellow human beings who are members of the same society, persons with whom we are associated and with whom we live together? Moreover, are we sometimes not morally obligated to subordinate the pursuit of our own happiness to acting for the happiness of others, and even to sacrifice some of the real goods that we rightly desire for ourselves in order to serve better the pursuit of happiness by others? 2s
Habits, good or bad, become comfortable over time and change-resistant inertia soon follows. For governments to properly serve society, good policies are indispensable. To develop good policies, governments need direction and participation by those they serve. As history has shown, mankind has advanced and change has occurred in response to individual challenges to the status quo. Citizens must believe in their ability to cause meaningful change and recognize that there are ample precedents.
With the knowledge that we can make things happen, we can influence our destiny.26
A C~L TO ACTION
If we, as a nation, are to assure our security and our continued ability to influence global action, we must recognize the relationship between individual choices and actions, the economy and security. We must also stop blaming others for our problems; both as individuals and as a nation. We must accept responsibility for our own behavior and our national economic situation.
It is time to remember that someone must always pay for "free lunches." We expect our federal state and local governments provide the basic necessities of life to those in need, but we must recognize that resources are limited and appetites must be restrained.
The concept of subordinating individual wants to societal interests is not much in evidence today. We cherish individual freedom but there are times when the best interest of the community or country requires us to forego some activity in favor of collective or coordinated behavior. Groups of individuals regularly demand satisfaction of their interest, but governments cannot satisfy all of them. We must strive for the common good.
Self discipline is a basic virtue which pays immense dividends and promises steady reward if applied to social and economic behavior. Curbing runaway consumption by individuals and the government, as well as demands for personal satisfaction could be combined with a renewed effort to work together, to increase savings and investment rates, and to adopt more of an attitude of "pay as you go."
Admonitions to "get priorities in order" are often heard but seldom realized.
Rearranging value judgments about activities and people who really matter to the welfare of the country and its future are overdue. Columnist Alston Chase recently criticized the "do as I say, not as I do" message that we
Americans often convey to our youth:
Sermonizing about hard work, education, environmental quality and a drug free lifestyle, we idolize the lazy, ignorant, profligate and addicted.
Mostly we revere entertainers and athletes.
But what they offer is fantasy and escape and what America needs is a good dose of reality.
Those who ultimately chase America's blues away are the educators, scholars and inventors whose knowledge, and imagination keep the country rich and the environment clean. Yet society shuns these productive individuals...and the brutal truth is that Americans don't hold knowledge in high regard.
Unable to face reality, it (the public) turns to fantasy, mistaking show for substance, glitter for gold. Our problem is not sloth but escapism and indifference to learning.27
Improving the quality of primary and secondary public education should be a top national priority.
Parents must look at their priorities and attitudes toward education. We must develop higher educational standards as currently they are too low and inconsistent; emphasize important subject matter in the classroom, eliminating fluff and requiring more basic reading, writing, mathematics and science; and impose performance accountability for students, parents, teachers and administrators. Education is critical to the future development of our children. And it is only through well-educated citizens that we will be able to make the technological advancements The concept of a social contract is an age old one in political theory, reinforced by John Locke and others since him.
That it works in both domestic and international affairs and stresses values and mutual responsibilities is to its further advantage.
Moreover, it just so happens to be the right way to proceed.32
This type of proposal has elements of the basic "carrot and stick" approach.
Examples include financial incentives to complete high school and acquire vocational training or assistance to attend college in exchange for a national service obligation. Single mothers would be offered supplements if education and job training were completed but would lose some benefits if they had more children. Higher levels of aid would be provided to those parents who maintain intact households rather than having fatherless families because of economic disincentives of the current welfare system. the opportunities and dangers we face in the crisis of the former Soviet Union."38 As Nixon would be quick to point out, our inability to seize this historic moment may prove to be more costly to us in the 21st century than we currently imagine.
In an increasingly interdependent world with greater reliance on economic ties, the importance of revitalizing America is second to none. Action to remedy domestic problems and fulfill our global leadership obligations are inescapable national responsibilities. Individual action by Americans, exercising self-discipline and common sense, must be undertaken if we are to rebuild our nation and its traditionally strong economy. Upon this stalwart foundation, the U.S. can successfully craft a national security strategy, capitalize on current opportunities and maintain peace in an evolving new world order.
